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Abstract: Cognitive radio appears as a promising technology to  allocate  wireless  spectrum  between  licensed  and  unlicensed 

users. Predictive methods for inferring the availability of spectrum holes can help to reduce collision and improve spectrum 

extraction. This paper introduces a Partial Periodic Pattern Mining (PPPM) algorithm to identify frequent spectrum occupancy 

patterns that are hidden in the spectrum usage of a channel. The mined frequent patterns are then used to predict future channel 

states (i.e., busy or idle). PPPM outperforms traditional Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) by considering real patterns that do not 

repeat  perfectly.  Using  real  life  network  activities,  we  show  a significant reduction on miss rate in channel state prediction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent measurements reveal that a large part of licensed wireless 

spectrum bands are underutilized [1], whereas many services are 

confined to crowded unlicensed bands. To exploit the  temporally  

unused  spectrum,  the  concept  of  Cognitive Radio (CR) is 

proposed. In a CR network (CRN), unlicensed secondary users 

(SUs) sense the licensed channels and use the available slots  

(spectrum holes) that are unused by primary users (PUs). SUs 

must immediately vacate the channels upon PUs‟ return [2]. 

Dynamic behaviors of PUs require accurate sensing and fast 

switch strategies to convince service providers to allow SUs to 

operate within their licensed bands. It is thus desirable to have a 

spectrum occupancy prediction method that can help SUs 

maximize extraction of spectrum holes while meeting PUs‟ 

stringent collision constraints. 

In  this  paper,  a  Partial  Periodic  Pattern  Mining (PPPM) 

based spectrum occupancy prediction method is introduced.  

The algorithm aims at discovering frequent spectrum occu- 

pancy  patterns  that  can  be  used  to  predict  future  channel  

states. Accurate channel state prediction helps a CR device  

avoid time slots of high collision probability while encouraging a 

CR device to aggressively utilize time slots of low  

collision probability. In reality, a spectrum occupancy pattern  

 

 

 

 

is affected by various factors such as noise, sensing errors,  

and  irregularity  of  users‟  behaviors.  The  periodicity  might  

partially be observable. The proposed PPPM is thus tailored  

for  identification  of  patterns  that  are  irregular  in  nature.  

Using PPPM, more spectrum occupancy patterns are identified  

compared with traditional FPM. This results in more channel  

state prediction rules, leading to fewer unpredictable time slots. 

II.  PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In CRNs, the SUs are responsible for sensing the channel  

before transmission so as to ensure that they do not collide  

with PUs. If the spectrum usage of the PUs exhibits some  

patterns, SUs can learn from the sensing results and utilize  

these patterns to reduce collision rate. We use a binary time  

series to represent the channel states in a period (i.e., busy/idle  

as „1‟/„0‟). Let I be the alphabet of all possible values in the  

time series, we have I = {0, 1}. A wild-card „∗‟ is a special  

character that matches any value in I . A gap is a sequence of  

wild-cards, and the size of a gap is the number of wild-cards in  

it. Let gm  denotes a gap whose size is within the range [0, m].  

It means that the wild-card ∗ can be repeated at most m times  

in the gap. Here, m is the gap constraint. If a pattern has too  

many wild-cards, any sequence of channel state observations  

can match the pattern and the prediction power of the pattern  

is weak. Therefore, we stop developing a pattern if it violates  

the gap constraint. Same as other mining algorithms [3]-[6],  

m is a user-defined parameter. 
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A  symbol  in  a  pattern  is  a  value  in  I  or  a  wild-card.  
Given a P , we use P [i] to represent the ith  symbol of P  
and  pi   to  represent  the  ith   value  of  P .  A  pattern  P = 
p1 gmp2 gm ...pq−1 gmpq  is a set of values and gaps. We 
define  the length of P  (l = |P |) as the number of symbols in P  
(∗ is also counted). If l ≥ 2, the substring that contains the first  
l − 1 symbols is the prefix of P , prefix(P), and the substring  
that contains the last l − 1 symbols is the suffix of P , suffix(P). A 
pattern P =  P [1]P [2]...P [l1 ] is a subpattern of C = 
C [1]C [2]...C [l2 ] if l2  > l1  and there exists an integer 1 ≤ i ≤ l2 
− l1 + 1 such that P [1] = C [i], P [2] = C [i + 1], ..., P [l1 ] = C [i+l1 
−1], and C is a superpattern of P , which is denoted by P  ⊑ C . 

For example, P  = 〈11 ∗ 00〉 is a pattern of length 5, prefix(P)  

=  〈11 ∗ 0〉 and suffix(P)  =  〈1 ∗ 00〉,  〈1 ∗ 0〉 is a 

subpattern of P  but 〈100〉 is not. We do not regard 〈100〉 

as a subpattern of 〈1 ∗ 0〉 because it violates the Apriori 

property in data mining (i.e., the support of a pattern cannot 
exceed the support of any of its subpatterns [7]).Our goal is to 
identify frequent patterns in a time series  
S = s1 s2 ...sn  where si  is the ith  value of S. We define the  
frequency of a pattern P by the probability of observing P if  
we randomly pick a subsequence of length l in S. The time  

 

 
 
Fig. 1.   An illustration of the frequent partial periodic pattern tree. 
 
series S can be divided into Nl  subsequences of equal 

length l that  start  at  different  starting  points:  Si =  

sisi+1 ...si+l−1 where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − l + 1 and Nl  = n − l + 1. A 

subsequence Si   matches  a  pattern  P  if  for  each  

position  1 ≤  j  ≤  l, si+j−1  ∈ P [j]. The support of P in S, 

sup(P ), is the number of subsequences in S that match 

the pattern. The confidence  of P , conf (P ), is defined as 

the division of its support by the  total  number  of  

subsequences  of  length  l  in  S,  which  

well  reflects  the  probability  of  observing  P  in  S.  We  

say that a pattern is a frequent partial periodic pattern in 

a time series if its confidence exceeds a user-specified 

threshold ρc , which is defined as the confidence 

constraint. We use confidence instead of support to 

measure the frequency because the supports of long 

patterns are usually lower than that of short patterns. 

This is because Nl  monotonically decreases in accordance 

with the increasing length l. The support is thus 

normalized by Nl  to correctly reflect the frequency. 

III.  PARTIAL PERIODIC PATTERN MINING 

 
 
In this section, we describe how to generate a candidate 

frequent pattern and how to prune candidate frequent patterns 

that need to be checked. 

A.  Frequent Pattern Enumeration 

The  complete  search  space  of  frequent  partial  periodic  

patterns forms a tree as shown in Fig. 1. Starting at the root  

Φ, we can recursively extend a node of level L on the tree by  

concatenating a value in I or a wild-card that satisfies the gap  

constraint to get a child on the next level L+1. Whether a node  

Q will develop a child by concatenating a ∗ largely depends  

on the conditional entropy H (X |Q) defined in Definition 1.  

Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty inherent in the distri- 

bution of a random variable. The entropy ∑f a discrete random  

variable  X  is  defined  as  H (X ) =  −  x∈I p(x)log2 p(x) where 

p(x) is the occurrence probability. When the entropy of a random 

variable is large, it implies that the uncertainty as to the value of 

that random variable is high. We hence may consider it as a 

noise, but the noise should not affect our discovery of long 

patterns. 

Definition 1  For  a  given  node  Q,  the  conditional  entropy of  

a  discrete  rando∑  variable  X  after  node  Q  is  defined  

as  H (X |Q) =  −  x∈I p(x|Q)log2 p(x|Q)  where  p(x|Q) 

denotes the fraction of subsequences with prefix Q in S that 

match P  = Q ⊕ x and ⊕ denotes concatenation. 

If the conditional entropy of a node H (X |Q) is higher than 

a user-specified threshold ρe , the node will develop a child  

node by extending itself with a ∗ if both the gap constraint and  

the confidence constraint are not violated and at least one child  

with a value extension cannot exceed the confidence threshold.  

The  ρe   specifies  how  the  user  defines  the  uncertainty.  In 

our  tests,  if  no  value  („0‟/„1‟)  appears  after  a  pattern  with 

a probability higher than 75%, we consider that the next slot  

following the pattern is uncertain. A child with the extension  

of ∗ may be generated and it is the collateral child.The other 
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two children with a value extension are the lineal children. If a 

node is not frequent, we stop developing its subtree.  

The introduction of the collateral child has two advantages.  

First, it saves some frequent patterns that are near the decision  

boundary. For example, two patterns 〈00010〉 and 

〈00011〉may occur 987 and 324 times respectively. However, 

the confidence  constraint requires that a pattern of length 5 

must occur at least 1000 times to be considered frequent. If most 

occurrences of the two patterns are followed by a „0‟, we miss an 

important frequent pattern 〈0001∗0〉 and any frequent pattern 

that has the prefix of 〈0001 ∗ 0〉. This can happen due to 

noise or sensingerrors that make the occurrences of a pattern 

fall below thesupport threshold. Therefore, when the lineal 

children of a node cannot pass the confidence constraint while 

its collateral child can, we go on developing the subtree of this 

node so as to avoid missing some possible frequent patterns. 

Second, even when one lineal child of a node is frequent,  

we may want to develop an additional pattern that accounts for  

the irregularity of behaviors. Suppose one of the two patterns  

described above passes the confidence constraint with some  

irregular slots (e.g., 〈00010〉 occurs 1328 times and 

〈00011〉 occurs  964  times). The irregularity will be detected 

by the entropy  of  their  parent  (i.e.,  H (X | 0001)).  An  

additional pattern 〈0001∗〉 is developed along with 

〈00010〉. The reason is that the regularity of behaviors during 

a certain period of time may be hard to identify. For example, 

most people make phone calls in a pure random fashion. It may 

be unable to identify  regular  channel  activities  during  certain  

periods  of time but it is desirable to discover frequent patterns 

such as 〈0001 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗0001〉 so that we can predict the next 

channel state when busy states 〈00011111〉 are observed. 

These partial periodic patterns identify regularity of behaviors at 

some but not  all  points  of  time.  Considering  that  partial  

periodicity exists ubiquitously in real life, more patterns can be 

discovered compared with full periodic pattern mining and more 

useful prediction rules can be extracted. If all of the lineal 

children are  frequent,  we  consider  them  as  two  different  

frequent patterns and do not generate the collateral child even 

though the entropy of their parent is higher than the ρe . 

B.  Candidate Pattern Pruning 
 
A common problem in data mining is that it is infeasible to 

enumerate all possible candidate patterns because the number 

is huge. We develop two constraints for efficient candidate 

pattern pruning. 

 

1)  Confidence constraint:  For efficient pruning, most min- 
ing algorithms adopt the Apriori property, which states that any  
subpattern  of  a  frequent  pattern  must  also  have  
theminimum support [7]. We can extend the Apriori property to  
the concept of confidence if the total number of sequences is  
fixed. However, the number of unique sequences of length l in  
a time series is different for different values of l. For example,  
consider a pattern P  = 〈001〉 and its subpattern Q = 
〈00〉 in a time series S = 〈001001〉, we see that sup(P ) 
= sup(Q) = 2, but N2   =  5  and N3   =  4. As a result, conf (P )  
=  4   and conf (Q) =  5 , which shows that the confidence of a 
pattern may exceed the confidence of its subpattern. Therefore, 
we cannot prune a candidate pattern even though its 
confidence is lower than the user-specified threshold ρc ; 
otherwise we are unable to discover long patterns. To achieve 
efficient pruning, we derive an Apriori-like property in Theorem 
1. 
 

Theorem 1  Given a pattern P of length l and a length (l −d)  

subpattern Q = P [i]P [i + 1]...P [i + l − d − 1] of P  where 1 ≤ i ≤ d 

+ 1, we have conf (Q) ≥  NNl ρc  = λl,l−d  · ρc . 

This Apriori-like property allows us to prune a large 
number of candidate patterns from consideration. 
Suppose the length of the longest frequent pattern 
in S is lm . If the confidence of a pattern p is less 
than λl m,|p|  · ρc , we can stop growing the pattern. 

We can guarantee that all frequent patterns of length less than or 
equal to lm  will be discovered. 

 

2)  Backward-extension constraint: We identify patterns that can 

be absorbed by other patterns to further reduce the number of  

candidate  patterns.  Suppose  P =  P [1]P [2]...P [l]  is  a pattern 

of length l  in time series S. Given another pattern  

C  = p0 P  where p0  ∈ I , if sup(P )  = sup(C ), we say p0  

is  a  backward-extension  item  of  P .  Obviously,  if  P  has  a  

backward-extension item p0 , it can be absorbed by C . For  

example,  if  there  is  a  „0‟  before  any  occurrence  of  „110‟,  

the  pattern  〈110〉  can  be  absorbed  by  〈0110〉.  Any  

pattern developed  under  the  tree  of „110‟  has  the „0110‟  as  

theprefix. It is redundant to develop both subtrees. To check the  

backward-extension item of a pattern P , we examine whether  

the values located before all occurrences of P  are the same  

value in I . Since I = {0, 1}, we use summation to check the  

condition. 
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When we count the support for a pattern P , we also add up  the  

value  that  is  one  symbol  ahead  of  each  matched 

subsequence. If the sum is  0, it implies that there is a  „0‟ before 

any occurrence of P . If the sum is equal to the number of 

occurrences of P  (i.e., sup(P )), it implies that there is a „1‟ 

before any occurrence of P . If we reach the boundary (no value 

before it) and the sum is sup(P ) − 1, we can regard that  there  

is  a „1‟  before  any  occurrence  of  P .  In  any  of the  three  

cases,  the  pattern  P  can  be  absorbed  by  another pattern 

and we do not develop the subtree of P . The pruning method is 

very effective because if we use a simple candidate- 

maintenance-and-test method,  in a  case  where  〈10〉  can 

be absorbed by 〈110〉, 〈110〉 must be mined before 

〈10〉 so that 〈10〉 can be compared with 〈110〉. 

However, in our method, we can discover that 〈110〉 can 

absorb 〈10〉 even if we visit 〈10〉 before 〈11〉 as 

shown in Fig. 1. The redundant development of 〈10〉 is 

efficiently avoided. 

C.  Channel State Prediction The  mining  algorithm  outputs  all  

frequent  patterns  and simultaneously  extracts  prediction  

rules.  A  prediction  rule is  defined  as  P ⇒  C ,  where  C  is  a  

superpattern  of  P . The  confidence  of  a  rule  is  defined  as  

conf (P ⇒  C )  = sup(C )/sup(P ). For example, if 〈0001〉 

appears 1000 times and 〈00010〉 appears 926 times, the 

confidence of the prediction rule  〈0001〉 ⇒ 〈00010〉 is  

92.6%, which states that the channel state of the next slot is 

predicted to be idle with a confidence of  92.6% when  

〈0001〉 is observed. In following discussions,  we present  a  

rule  P ⇒  C  as  P  ⇒  c,  where C = P ⊕ c. To improve 

prediction efficiency by reducing the number of  

rules, we examine whether a rule can be absorbed by another 

rule. Suppose two rules P1  ⇒ c and P2  ⇒ c yield the same  

prediction of c. If they have the same length, and P1 [i] ∈ P2 [i] 

for each position i, and conf (P1   ⇒ c)  ≤ conf (P2   ⇒ c), the 

first rule can be absorbed by the latter one. Finally, in the 

prediction stage we start with the longest patterns. If past  

observations of channel state match the pattern P  in a rule P  ⇒ 

c, we predict the next slot‟s channel state as c. Because a  

wild-card ∗ matches any value, it is possible that patterns from 

with the largest number of matched values. If several patterns  

have the same number of matched values, we adopt the rule  

with  the  highest  confidence.  We  stop  searching  for  shorter  

length rules once prediction can be made. The reason is that  

a longer match usually leads to a more accurate prediction. A  

shorter pattern may provide a prediction of higher confidence,  

but it includes contributions from multiple long patterns. We  

define prediction accuracy as the ratio between the number  

of correctly predicted slots and the total number of predicted  

slots. If no pattern is matched, we do not predict the state and  

it is a miss. The ratio between the number of unpredictable  

slots and the total number of slots is defined as the miss rate 

IV.  PERFORMANCE STUDY 
 
In  this  section,  we  compare  the  prediction  performance of 
PPPM with FPM  [8] in which the patterns must be full periodic. 
We show that more prediction rules can be extracted from 
patterns mined by PPPM. 
 

To get real-life network activities, we use the network traffic  

trace collected in the SIGCOMM‟08  [9] as a reference. We  

divide time into slots of  20  ms and convert the trace into a  

binary time series of channel states: 0 for idle and 1 for busy. 

To investigate the prediction accuracy and the miss rate, we  

use one day‟s data for training and one day‟s data for test.  

Table I summarizes the prediction results under different rule  

confidence constraints (Rc ). In order to bound the prediction  

accuracy,  only  rules  of  confidence  that  is  higher  than  Rc  

are used. Generally, PPPM reduces the miss rate by around  

5% ∼ 9% with a sacrifice of about 1% on prediction accuracy.  

The lower miss rate implies that more useful rules are extracted  

from  patterns  mined  by  PPPM,  which  validates  that  some  

patterns only exhibit partial periodicity and they cannot be  

discovered by full periodic FPM. It is observable that the miss 

Table I : The Channel State Prediction Results Under Different 
Rule Confidence Constraints. 
 
rule confidence 
constraint Rc 0.9 0.8 0.7 

FPM  
 

accuracy 90.24% 85.53% 79.53% 

miss rate 53.27% 33.79% 9.53% 

PPPM 
 

accuracy 89.74% 84.10% 79.05% 

miss rate 47.86% 24.69% 4.73% 

 
Table II : The Channel State Prediction Results In Different 
Channel Utilization Periods. 
 

δ = 0.4 
 

Rc  = 0.8 Rc  = 0.7 

  
FPM PPPM FPM PPPM 

Low 
 

accuracy 90.70% 90.67% 89.15% 89.29% 

miss rate 7.20% 5.53% 2.06% 0.82% 

High 
 

accuracy 83.22% 81.48% 76.51% 74.87% 

miss rate 57.82% 42.83% 21.74% 9.42% 
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rate is significantly reduced when rules of lower confidences are 

used.  It  implies  that  most  rules  only  have  confidences 

between  0.7  and  0.9. The prediction accuracy thus will be 

pulled down to around 80% if most slots are predicted. 

The major reason for prediction errors and high miss rate  

is the changing utilization. A channel may be busy in some  

periods of time and is underutilized in the other time. The  

same pattern P  has a higher probability to be followed by a  

„1‟ during high utilization periods but has a lower probability  

to be followed by a „1‟ in low utilization periods. If we mix  

data of both high and low utilization periods, pattern P  is  

unable to yield any prediction and thus causes the high miss  

rate.  Therefore,  rules  mined  during  high  utilization  periods  

may  not  be  applicable  in  low  utilization  periods  and  vice  

versa.  It  is  desirable  to  distinguish  low  channel  utilization  

periods from high channel utilization periods and mine rules  

in corresponding utilization periods. 

We divide data into two sets based on channel utilization.  

If the channel utilization is above/below a certain threshold  

δ, we accumulate data in the high/low utilization set. Rules  

mined on the two sets are used to predict channel states in  

corresponding utilization periods. With δ =  0.4  and Rc   = 0.8, 

the performance of prediction is summarized in Table II.  

In low channel utilization periods, the regularity of channel  

usage is easy to identify  (there is a beacon every  100  ms).  

The prediction performance is much better than that in high  

utilization periods. In high utilization periods, many patterns  

do not repeat perfectly. PPPM outperforms FPM by reducing  

the miss rate by 15%. Because a transmission can happen at  

any  time,  in  high  utilization  periods,  the  confidence  that  a  

value will follow a pattern is low. This require us to loose the  

rule confidence constraint. As shown in Table II, the miss rate  

can be reduced by more than 30% in high utilization periods  

if rules of confidence between 0.7 and 0.8 are allowed to use.  

This tells us that there are patterns in randomness. They are  

just hard to identify. 

In low utilization periods, the improvement of PPPM over  

FPM is not significant because the beacon broadcast is rather  

regular  in  Wi-Fi  networks.  In  other  wireless  services,  the 

The mining takes into account the irregularity of spectrum 

occupancy patterns and thus is more suitable for true traffic.  

The proposed PPPM algorithm combines the gap-constrained  

pattern growth, the Apriori-like property, and the backward- 

extension pruning to achieve fast and reliable partial periodic  

pattern mining. The partial periodicity of spectrum occupancy  

patterns and the performance of PPPM were validated with  

real  life  Wi-Fi  network  activities  and  data  collected  in  the  

PCS band. PPPM extracts more channel state prediction rules,  

leading to a significant reduction on miss rate in spectrum  

occupancy  prediction  compared  with  traditional  FPM.  In  

addition,  we  particularly  observed  that  distinguishing  low  

utilization periods from high utilization periods and mining  

rules  in  corresponding  utilization  periods  will  substantially  

improve the prediction performance. 
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